7 am

8 am

#31071

Exercise

Dorothy Kerzner

#31081

Train Your Brain
—Be Your Best

9 am

Gary Cameron

#31091

Creating Client
Expectations

10 am

Michael DeSchalit

#31101

Mindscaping
Hypnosis

11 am

Noon

1 pm

2 pm

George Guarino

#31111
How To Run A
Successful Group
Hypnosis Session
Doug Jones

Interfaith Service
Of Worship

#31082
C.P.R. Motivation
Method For Easy
Results

#31083
You Have The
Choice, Stop
Making Excuses

#31092
Move Beyond
‘Scriptnosis’ With
Session Outlines

#31093
#31094
CRNH™ (Certified
A New NLP
Registered Nurse
Technique For
Hypnotist™)
Rapid Change
Roger Woods
William Horton
and Marc Sacco

Linda Donalds

Scott Babb

#310101

Hypnosis And The
Law of Attraction
Michael Hathaway

#31021

Why Hypnosis
Lynsi Eastburn

Ulrike Milner

#31084
#31085
Why Rapport Is
How To Run A
CRITICAL To NLP G.I.F.T. Program At
And Hypnosis
Your Local YMCA
Deborah Yaffee
Roy Thaller

#32081

Inductions

Lee Pascoe

NLP And

Journaling In
Dealing With

Inductions!

Stress—Speeding

—A Potpourri Of

The Process Of

Induction

The Magic

Of Make Believe

#32082

– Nothing But

#31095

Stress Relief

Techniques

Charles Curtis

Joann Abrahamsen

#31104
#32102
#32101
#32103
Delegate Effectively 21st Century NLP
Business
Mind-Set
Dowsing - “Tuning
In Multicultural,
Flash Technique
Multigenerational
Into Your Intuition”
For New
21st Century
—Remove
—Instant Rapport
Practitioners
Johnny Moran
Rhonda Waters
Robert Pargament
Restrictive
& Appropriate
—Business Mind-Set
#31114
#31112
#31113
Movement And
Inductions
The
RX
For
Program
How To Use
3 Must-Have
Chronic Pain In
Hypnosis Awareness
Every Time
Mindfulness In A
Sessions For Your
Under 5 Minutes
In The Medical
Hypnotism Practice Hypnotism Practice
Community
David Frederick
Roy Cantrell
John Cerbone
Wendy Packer
Dorothy Campbell
Birgit Zottmann

#31103
#31102
Fundamentals Of
Computerized
Powerful Hypnotism
Trance
Practice

#311201
#311202
Introduction To
Introduction To
Outsourcing Your
Theater
Therapy
Business Needs
Elana Schondorf
Craig Mackay

For Fertility?

3 pm

Sunday

#31072

Yoga

#310102

Aversion

Hypnosis

Boris Opancha

#31022
Recording
Hypnosis
Audios 101

Andy Dolph

#311204

#311203

Achieving

Empowerment
Sherri Bernier

#310103

Meet Your Main
Spirit Guide

Eric Richmond

#31023

Hypnosis For
ADHD

#31031
#31032
Crossing Over
Video Marketing
—Using Hypnosis
For Hypnotists
At The End Of Life
Cynthia Lindner
Lisa Sigsworth

David Huffman

#31033
The Possibilities
Process™-Questions
As Post-Hypnotic
Suggestions
John Koenig

ABC’s Of Success
For Hypnotists
Dan LaRosa

#311206
#311207
#311205
How To Bypass Or Mindfulness Benefits
Pre & Post
Use The Resistances And The Easy 5-3-1 Surgery Hypnosis
Daily Practice
In Hypnosis
(Case Studies)
Frank Platzek

#310104
#310105
Post-Traumatic
Stage Hypnosis Stress In The Black
Can It Help Your
Community
Practice?
Tommy Vee
Heddy Keith

#31024

Parts Therapy For
Reliable Results

Elizabeth Campbell

#31034

Your Voice
At Its Best

Magen Slesinger

Rebecca Berke

#310106
Intro To Total
Transformation

Bonnie Hammersley

#310107

Cecilia Crowley
Bergstein

Hypnotic-Aids
Eye-Opener
Lisa Evans

#320201
#320203
#320202
Verbal Medicine
The Power Of Your
Color In
—Covert Hypnosis
Profession Using
Suggestion
Used In The
Your NGH Training
& Depth Testing
Emergency
Materials To Make
—SES Color
Department That
Multiple Seminars
Can Work
Induction & Depth
—Using This
Anywhere!
Testing
Simple Outline

Roger Woods
and Marc Sacco

Vilene Farina
and Karla Bracy

NGH MISSION STATEMENT

Billy Shilling

“CONSULTING HYPNOTISTS HELP ORDINARY, EVERYDAY PEOPLE
WITH ORDINARY, EVERYDAY PROBLEMS USING INDIVIDUAL
HYPNOTIC TECHNIQUES”

If, by habit, you have memorized and use our shorter “elevator talk” version —
“We help ordinary, everyday people with problems” it is fine as you can then elaborate on it in conversation.

OUR VISION

A TIME WHEN A VISIT TO THE CONSULTING HYPNOTIST IS AS COMMON
AS A VISIT TO ANY HEALTH CARE PROVIDER.
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SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS AT-A-GLANCE

8 am

#32083

HypnoDontics

—Kick Start Your

Practice Into High
Gear With Dental

10 am

#32084

The Power Of
Sound In

Hypnosis—How To
Use Your Voice,

Hypnosis

Music & Tones As

Timothy Jones

Marcel Klasen

#32104

Hidden Footprints
From The Past

—How Past Lives

Hypnotic Tools

#32105

Hypnosis, The
Key To The

Metaphysical

#32087
#32085
#32086
Easy, Quick And
Dreamwork
Molecular
Effective Group
—New Keys To
Hypnosis
Hypnotism
Unlocking The
Inductions—How
—Achieving
Perfect
To Hypnotize
Power Of The
Groups From 10 To
Health Of Body,
Subconscious
100 To 1000 Quickly
Mind And Spirit
Mind
And Easily To Make
A Massive Impact!

Dan Candell

#32106

Create Your Own
Magic Script
—Secrets Of

Can Influence The

—The Power Of

Hartland’s Ego-

Lucy Portlock

Ernest
VanDenBossche

Lisa Halpin

Present Lifetime

Noon

No Additional Charge for Seminars
ELECTIVE WORKSHOPS (Shaded Blocks): $25 each
SPECIAL 5 for $100 when ordered at same time

Your Profession

Strengthening

Chuck Mignosa

#32107

Empower Your
Facebook

Marketing

—Strategies For

Local And Global
Success

Jason Linett

David Quigley

#32108
Advanced Valid
Muscle Testing
Techniques—Learn
To Integrate Muscle
Testing With
Hypnosis, EFT,
NLP And Other
Modalities

Andrew Neblett

#311208
#311209
Hypnosis Yoga
Journey To The
—Integration Of
Center Of Your
Mind
Mindful Movement
Chuck Mignosa
Sujun Chen

#311210
Making It Stick
—Give Your
Suggestions Extra
Staying Power
Michael Raugh

#311212
#311211
Mind-Body
Anger Management
Integration In
Through Mind
Hypnosis
Control
Barbara Swanwick
Kenneth Ring

#320204
Hypnosis – The
Next Generation
—The Next
Generation Of
Innovative Secrets
& Methods To
Enhance Session
Results

#320206
The Alternative
Weigh To Weight
Loss—Implement
A Proven 4-Session
Hypno-Behavioral
Weight Loss
Program

#320207

1 pm #310108
#310109
#310110
#310111
#310112
Show Your
Build A Thriving
Rapport Is The
Power Of Past
Technology is Power
Handwriting For A Practice For Pennies
Foundation Of
“Bumper Sticker”
Life Regression
– Use Your Tablet!
On
The
Dollar!
Successful
Hypnosis
Analysis
Illya Mashalidis
Robert Merlin
Pearlan Feeney-Grater
Penny Chiasson
Alexander Ivlev

2 pm

John Cerbone

#320205

Freedom From

Compulsive Habits
—Hypnotism &

NLP For Alcohol
& Drug Issues

William Horton

Adeline Kania

Homeopathy

And Hypnosis

—Holistic Energy
Healing

Lawrence Galante

#320208

The Emotional

Body – Your Most

Powerful Resource

#31086
How To
Hypnotize
Anybody

Jason Linett

#33091

Soup To Nuts

Weight Loss!!!

Practical Hypnosis
For The Elderly

—Techniques Of

Run A Successful

Geriatrics

Ever Need To

Hypnosis In

3 Month Weight

Loss Program!!!

Laura
Boynton King

Maurice Kershaw

#311213
#311214
The Power Of Our
Hypno Youth
Profession To Help
And Beauty
Those Who Serve
Stephanie Ho
Anthony Davis

#310113
#310114
Building A
Automate Your
Worldwide Brand
Pre-Talk
In Hypnotism
Paul Ramsay
Selena Valentine
#320209

Beyond

Mindfulness

—The Healing

Power Of Mind

Nancy Klase

Deborah Yaffee

Reframing For

Bob Felix

#33092

—All You Will

—Resourcing And
Powerful Results

#31087
Fill Your Weight
Loss Classes Using
Groupon

#320210

Non-Verbal

Communication

Meditation

National Guild of Hypnotists, Inc.
BOARD CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Scott McFall

BOARD CERTIFIED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Must be an active member of NGH at the Certified Hypnotist level for one (1) year.
Must write a minimum 1000 word hypnotism paper suitable for publication in the Journal of Hypnotism® or Hypno-Gram®.
Must be in active practice or using hypnotism as an adjunct to another profession a minimum of one (1) year.
Must be of good moral/ethical character, with no criminal record, and meet the educational standards of the NGH.
Must pass a written examination.
Must complete an oral interview.
Must submit two written character references (non-family).

The written examinations and oral interview questionnaires developed by the Certification Board will be administered 2 times a year.

— NEXT BOARD CERTIFICATION EXAMS —
5 PM • SUNDAY, AUGUST 13, 2017 • MARLBOROUGH, MA

NGH BOARD CERTIFICATION IS TRUE AUTHENTICATION OF PROFESSIONAL
KNOWLEDGE OF HYPNOTISM AS DETERMINED BY PEER EXAMINATION
NGH 2017 Annual Convention, Educational Conference & Exhibition
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 13
7:00-7:50 AM SEMINARS

(31071) YOGA EXERCISE
Dorothy Kerzner, CH

All-levels

-(31072) INTERFAITH SERVICE OF WORSHIP
—Welcoming the New Day
All-levels
Interfaith Service

8:00-8:50 AM SEMINARS

(31081) Train Your Brain—Be Your Best
—An Introductory NLP And Hypnosis Workshop To
Present To Middle Management Professionals

This seminar has been successfully presented to middle-management in a small group of the Canadian Civil Service. The
agenda covers a brief overview of the basics of NLP (11 principles) as well as a contrast to and coordination with hypnosis.
Introductory

Lecture/Exercise/Discussion

(31082) C.P.R. MOTIVATION METHOD FOR EASY
RESULTS—Empower Clients Using The Root Desire
Of Their Goal
Linda Donalds, BCH, CI

Learn the 3 key elements in a CPR statement & why “Context”
is critical to motivation and outcome. Learn how to guide your
clients through the 9-Step process of writing a powerful CPR
statement, and how to use it within their hypnosis session.
All-levels

Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A

(31083) YOU HAVE THE CHOICE, STOP MAKING
EXCUSES
Ulrike Milner, CH

I will demonstrate why, at times, it is necessary to talk turkey
instead of sweet talk to your clients and how you and your
client will profit from it. Also why it is crucial for you and
client alike to truly understand “You have the choice”. And
how we can help ourselves and our clients to turn around our
lives in virtually one second.
Lecture/Q&A
All-levels

(31084) WHY RAPPORT IS CRITICAL TO NLP AND
HYPNOSIS
Roy Thaller

No Additional Charge
Included With Your Convention Fee
(31086) HOW TO HYPNOTIZE ANYBODY
—Simplicity = Success

Begin your day relaxed and in control with stress-reducing,
easy movements for body and spirit. Attendees should wear
comfortable clothing and bring a towel to sit on.
Experiential

Gary Cameron, CH

201 Expert Seminars

We will learn the 7 essential points of establishing rapport.
Also the 5 most important questions to ask your client and
why. We will look at techniques that can help you establish
rapport. What to do when rapport cannot be established and/or
client is not willing to share the issue with you.
Lecture/Q&A
Introductory-Intermediate

(31085) HOW TO RUN A G.I.F.T. PROGRAM AT YOUR
LOCAL YMCA

Jason Linett, BCH, CI

Helping your client get into hypnosis should be the easiest part
of your session, and this “Back to Basics” program is a great
opportunity for the new student of hypnosis as well as the
experienced consulting hypnotist. There is strength in simplicity, and this seminar will even teach you how to create hypnotic inductions on-the-fly custom-designed for your client.
Experience real-world demonstrations designed to make you
more successful.
Lecture/Demonstration/Discussion
All-levels

(31087) FILL YOUR WEIGHT LOSS CLASSES USING
GROUPON—Attract Paid Attendees To Your
Hypnosis Presentations!
Bob Felix, CH

Instead of giving free talks to local groups such as the Kiwanis
or Rotary, Bob uses Internet coupons. People now eagerly pay
to attend his 3-hour hypnosis presentations. Learn how you,
too, can use Internet coupons to attract paid attendees - and
potential clients - to your hypnosis presentations. Lecture/Q&A
All-levels

9:00-9:50 AM SEMINARS

(31091) CREATING CLIENT EXPECTATIONS
—Releasing The Client’s Genie And Helping Them
Get Their Wishes
Michael DeSchalit, CH

Learn a proven system and method to help clients identify their
expectation of outcome of their session(s) and how to properly
help them create those expectations. You will also learn a simple and easy to use method of setting up the session while creating expectations of successful outcomes in such a way that
no client will resist.
Lecture/Demonstration/Experiential/Q&A
All-levels

(31092) MOVE BEYOND ‘SCRIPTNOSIS’ WITH
SESSION OUTLINES—Quickly And Confidently
Leave Scripts Behind & Start Doing Better Sessions
Scott Babb, BCH, CI

Most hypnotists start their careers using scripts. Some quickly
move away from scripts, but many get stuck doing ‘scriptnosis’ with their clients for years. Discover how session outlines
can help you confidently leave scripts behind and start doing
more adaptive, more effective sessions with your clients.
All-levels

Lecture/Discussion/Q&A

(31093) CRNH™ (CERTIFIED REGISTERED NURSE
HYPNOTIST™)—What is it?! Who can get it? How It
Can Fill NGH Certification Classes And Ultimately
Benefit The Whole Profession!

Roger Woods, BCH, RN, CI and Marc Sacco, BCH, RN, CI

By welcoming such a large and influential caring profession
such as nurses, the hypnosis profession gains a powerful ally
in bringing hypnosis into the mainstream of healthcare. We
will discuss the scope and depth of the CRNH™ program as
well as the specific advanced training methods involved. We
will also discuss the marketing strategy of combining the 100
hour NGH Certification Course and CRNH™ intensive weekend for nurses in Hospitals, Medical Offices, Nursing Homes,
and Nursing Schools to fill your classes! Lecture/Discussion/Q&A
All-levels

Deborah Yaffee, CH, CI

All-levels
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NGH Certified Consulting Hypnotists learned about Richard
Harte’s Goal Image Focusing Technique (GIFT) during their
training. Learn why this program is an ideal way to bring hypnosis to your local YMCA. Offering the GIFT at your local Y
is an easy way to build your business.
Lecture/Discussion/Q&A

201 Expert Seminars

No Additional Charge
Included With Your Convention Fee
(31094) A NEW NLP TECHNIQUE FOR RAPID
CHANGE—Bypass The Mind, Fix The Body!
William Horton, PsyD, CADC, CMI, BCH

Have you ever done a technique that seems to work then have
the person go backwards, depression, substance abuse, anxiety, fear? Well after 35 years, a new technique has finally been
developed that seems to ROOT OUT the reason, and remove
obstacles for change. A focused, fast and fun technique like
you have never experienced.....
Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A
All-levels

(31095) THE MAGIC OF MAKE BELIEVE
—How To Act Your Greatest Role - You!
Lee Pascoe, BCH, CI, FNGH, OB

“Make-Believe” means “creating a belief”. We may know
what we want, but cannot believe it’s possible. Lee Pascoe
uses her background experience in theater, education and hypnosis to show how we can “trick” our mind into accepting new
beliefs and exploring new possibilities. This is a fun-packed
hour dipping into the powerful and wise magic of childhood
games.
Lecture/Exercise/Q&A
All-levels

10:00-10:50 AM SEMINARS

(31101) MINDSCAPING HYPNOSIS
—Landscape The Map To Resolve The Problem
George Guarino, CH

Mindscaping, or landscaping the mind, is a tool that presents
the mind model of a map that when symbols appear within it,
can be adjusted to change outcomes. The process is useful for
enhancing motivation or removing blocks as well as making
unconscious corrections for moving clients toward wellness.
Mindscaping hypnosis is natural and easy for the client to participate in for profound change.
Lecture/Discussion/Q&A
All-levels

(31102) FUNDAMENTALS OF POWERFUL
HYPNOTISM PRACTICE—An Exploration Through
The Scientifically Researched Key Principle Of
What Makes Successful Sessions Through The
Lens Of Hypnosis
Johnny Moran, CH

You are invited to a presentation that will explore the common
factors as they apply, impact and engage a powerful hypnotism
practice. This will include a journey tracking the origins and
history of hypnosis, identifying hypnosis’ unique powerful
contribution and relevance to both the very origins and subsequent development of today’s mental health care. Getting in
touch with, connecting, engaging with the common factors of
all successful sessions through the lens of successful hypnosis
fundamentals will give you the platform for every client
Lecture/Discussion/Q&A
engagement.
All-levels

(31103) COMPUTERIZED TRANCE—How Light And
Sound Machines Induce Specific Levels Of Trance
And Increase Whole Brain Thinking
Robert Pargament, CH

Research shows that they make us calmer, more focused and
perhaps more intelligent. They can be a great addition to a hypnotist’s practice or they can serve as a quick self-hypnotic tool
that reduces stress for the hypnotist. You will better understand
the value of this technology and how it helps stressed or focus
challenged clients.
Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A
Introductory

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13
(31104) HOW TO DELEGATE EFFECTIVELY IN THE
MULTICULTURAL, MULTIGENERATIONAL 21ST
CENTURY—Delegate Without Disasters
Rhonda Waters, CH

This interactive seminar will include brief self-evaluation and
projected plans for making progress quickly using some readily available online tools as well as paper and pencils. Learn
who to trust and how to make sure your hard earned money is
not wasted is a key part of this seminar and decision making
for business owners.
Lecture/Discussion/Exercises
Introductory-Intermediate

11:00-11:50 AM SEMINARS

(31111) HOW TO RUN A SUCCESSFUL GROUP
HYPNOSIS SESSION—Individuals May Not Have
The Money To See You, Group Sessions Give
Access
Doug Jones, CI, BCH

Do you ever get client calls saying they would to love to work
with you but you’re too expensive? Learn how to run a group
class. Learn to feel comfortable talking in front of groups.
Experience making the money you know you are worth for the
same amount of time.
Lecture/Q&A
(31112) HOW TO USE MINDFULNESS IN A
HYPNOTISM PRACTICE
Birgit Zottmann, CH, CI

All-levels

Scientific studies showed that mindfulness is working not only
for clients with pain, anxiety and stress symptoms. It’s a
“must-have”; a way to keep our brains healthy, to support selfregulation and effective decision-making capabilities, and to
protect ourselves from toxic stress. I will show you 5 mindfulness interventions that have a huge impact on the lives of my
clients.
Lecture/Exercise/Q&A
All-levels

(31113) 3 MUST-HAVE SESSIONS FOR YOUR
HYPNOTISM PRACTICE!!!—Your Clients Need
These 3 Sessions
John Cerbone, FNGH, BCH, CI, OB

Included in this class are three must have private sessions
every modern hypnotist needs for their practice, to improve
lives, inculcate change, and boost your client and the next best
moments of their lives, carefully constructed and designed for
Lecture/Discussion/Q&A
maximum client benefit.
All-levels

(31114) THE RX FOR HYPNOSIS AWARENESS IN
THE MEDICAL COMMUNITY—RN Demonstrates
How To Get The Medical Community Calling You
Wendy Packer, BCH, CI, OB, RN

This presentation will be a guide for you to establish the understanding of attitudes and knowledge your health care community has regarding hypnosis. Suggestions will be made on
whom to contact to facilitate the education process, the listing
of scientific and peer review articles, the importance of documenting testimonials, proper charting techniques and the
importance of representing themselves as hypnosis professionals.
Lecture/Discussion/Q&A

NGH 2017 Annual Convention, Educational Conference & Exhibition

All-levels

Questions? Call the NGH
Office at (603) 429-9438
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 13
NOON-12:50 PM SEMINARS

(311201) INTRODUCTION TO OUTSOURCING YOUR
BUSINESS NEEDS—Save Time, Money AND Build
Your Business By Outsourcing Tasks

201 Expert Seminars

No Additional Charge
Included With Your Convention Fee
(311206) MINDFULNESS BENEFITS AND THE EASY
5-3-1 DAILY PRACTICE—Integrating Mindfulness
Into The Flow Of Well-Being
Rebecca Berke, BCH

As a hypnotist - have you ever felt like you have to take care
of so many things besides seeing clients? Many of them may
not be your specialty! Both new and seasoned hypnotists can
benefit from outsourcing a number of their business needs. By
identifying those needs and effectively outsourcing them you
free up your time! And you let those professionals handle
them, so you can focus on what YOU do best.

We will explore how we get taken away by recurring negative
thoughts and how we can miss the good moments and our natural instincts for noticing inspiration for ourselves and our
clients. Mindfulness means maintaining a moment-by-moment
awareness of our thoughts, feelings, bodily sensations, and surrounding environment. Three daily practices of tuning into
ourselves in good and healthy ways in my 5-3-1 Daily Practice
of Mindfulness we learn about the breath, gratitude and selfcompassion.
Lecture/Exercise/Q&A

(311202) INTRODUCTION TO THEATER THERAPY
—A Dynamic Approach To Accelerated Healing

Bonnie Hammersley, BCH, CI

Craig Mackay, CH, CI

Introductory

Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A

Elana Schondorf, LCSW, CH

Theater Therapy is a dynamic process based on action-oriented
methods, which uses group energy to empower clients. This
method of self-expression helps the client to go beyond symptom resolution and see their choices as part of a bigger picture.
They are able to come away with a greater understanding of
those around them with increased appreciation of their position
and life experiences. Lecture/Discussion/Demonstration/Practice/Q&A
(311203) ACHIEVING EMPOWERMENT
—Increasing Self-Esteem And Self-Worth
Sherri Bernier, EdD, MS, CH

All-levels

As hypnotists and educators, it is important to assist clients to
achieve empowerment to bring joyfulness into their daily
life. You will take away the knowledge to teach your clients
self-hypnosis and journaling in reaching empowerment,
increasing their self-esteem and self-worth.
Lecture/Q&A
All-levels

(311204) ABC’S OF SUCCESS FOR HYPNOTISTS
—Discover How You Can Do, Be, Or Have Anything
You Want
Dan LaRosa, CI, BS

So you feel like you’re going through life at “half-speed?”
Achieving less than you are capable of? Watching others succeed who are less talented than you are? What’s their secret?
Are they just plain lucky, or is there more? The truth is that
superachievers have discovered their own plan for success.
They know what works for them—and what doesn’t. In this
one-hour seminar, you’ll discover the best ways to make your
dreams come true. You will learn The ABC’S Of Success For
Hypnotists!
Lecture/Q&A
All-levels

(311205) HOW TO BYPASS OR USE THE
RESISTANCES OF THE SUBJECTS IN HYPNOSIS
Frank Platzek

Most of our clients are afraid of the change, and can resist one
way or another. The establishment of a relationship of trust,
“the rapport” is essential, and will already bring down the
number of resistances. However it is important for the hypnotist to welcome the resistances of his clients, to accept them, to
integrate them into the session, and use them, even recommend
them.
Lecture/Q&A
44

All-levels

To register, call (603) 429-9438

All-levels

(311207) PRE AND POST SURGERY HYPNOSIS
(CASE STUDIES)

Hypnosis is an effective tool for addressing common concerns
of pre and post-surgery clients. This presentation will review
three cases – the clients and their goals, how hypnosis was
used and the effects. The types of surgery involved: a mastectomy, installation of trigeminal nerve pillows and a shoulder
replacement.
Lecture/Q&A
All-levels

(311208) HYPNOSIS YOGA—Enhancing Successful
Induction Of The Self-Hypnotic State Through The
Integration Of Mindful Movement
Sujun Chen, CH

Throughout this experiential seminar, you will enhance your
understanding of how movement can enhance the activation of
the parasympathetic nervous system. You will be presented
with movement techniques that can enhance client receptivity
to hypnosis and stimulate the induction of the self-hypnotic
state.
Lecture/Experiential/Discussion/Q&A
All-levels

(311209) JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF YOUR
MIND—What Lies Beneath?
Chuck Mignosa, CH

Hypnosis deals with the client’s mind but our training does not
allow us to explore the way our minds work. This seminar
allows you to experience the way your mind works and therefore gives you insight into how your client’s mind works. This
seminar introduces a “non-intrusive” hypnosis method that
leads to significant results in allowing your clients to achieve
the changes they desire.
Lecture/Demonstration/Practice/Q&A
Intermediate-Advanced

(311210) MAKING IT STICK
—Give Your Suggestions Extra Staying Power
Michael Raugh, BCH, CI

A lot of hypnotists find that sometimes it’s hard to get a suggestion to really take hold in their client’s mind. In this seminar, we will explore some of the reasons this can happen and
arm you with techniques to help seat those suggestions more
firmly in your client’s subconscious mind.
Lecture/Q&A
Introductory-Intermediate

“I always learn something even if it is a single tidbit to
help my clients.”

—Nancy Reno, Jenks, OK

NGH 2017 Annual Convention, Educational Conference & Exhibition

201 Expert Seminars

No Additional Charge
Included With Your Convention Fee
(311211) ANGER MANAGEMENT THROUGH MIND
CONTROL—I Am Not Angry For The Reason I Think
Kenneth Ring, CH, CI

Understanding anger, its cause, uses and abuses. How might
we control our negative emotions before they control us. We
will use hypnotic self-talk and trance with the breath to catch
and tame our angry moments with instant reprograming. Learn
to understand what is really under the anger.
Introductory-Intermediate

Lecture/Experiential/Discussion

(311212) MIND-BODY INTEGRATION IN HYPNOSIS
—The Use Of Bodywork In Hypnosis
Barbara Swanwick, BCH, CI, OB

A brief description of significant people in the history of bodywork will be followed by a demonstration of bodywork on a
volunteer. Care is taken to be gentle and respectful. The volunteer will first be hypnotized and the variety of places on the
body will be demonstrated. You will be invited to use your
hands to experience the technique required. A descriptive one
page handout will be provided.
Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A
All-levels

(311213) THE POWER OF OUR PROFESSION TO
HELP THOSE WHO SERVE—Reach An Untouched
Market And Strengthen Our Communities
Anthony Davis, BC

Throughout our communities we rely upon those who put us
before their own families. They work extended hours in hazardous environments, and are expected to respond quickly
without error. Our law enforcement, fire fighters, military,
EMS, medical professionals and their families need our
expertise. This seminar describes how we as NGH hypnotism
professionals can be THEIR First Responders and build our
profession.
Lecture/Discussion/Q&A
All-levels

(311214) HYPNO YOUTH AND BEAUTY
—Use Hypnosis, NLP and Chinese Acupressure To
Rejuvenate And Look Young, Healthy And Beautiful
Stephanie Ho, CH, CI

This seminar will show you how to use hypnosis to stimulate
and rejuvenate the cell systems, enhance beauty, and look
younger. You will learn how to teach clients self-confidence so
that they may view and place many aspects of their lives in the
proper perspective, keeping them young and healthy.
All-levels

Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A

1:00-1:50 PM SEMINARS

(310101) Hypnosis And The Law of Attraction
—How To Create Powerful Manifesting Images
Michael Hathaway, FNGH, BCH, CI

Some people are masters at manifesting almost anything they
want, while others spend their lives experiencing one disappointment after another. There are reasons that some people
are successful and others are not. Knowing the difference can
help change your life. This seminar shows you how to develop
techniques to clearly set intentions and to create hypnotic
trances to enhance the mind’s images. This technique can be
used for yourself or a client.
Lecture/Discussion/Experiential/Q&A

Questions? Call the NGH
Office at (603) 429-9438

All-levels

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13
(310102) AVERSION HYPNOSIS—Yes Or No?
Boris Opancha, MS, BCH

Aversion hypnosis is a form of behavior therapy in which an
aversive (causing a strong feeling of dislike or disgust) stimulus is paired with an undesirable behavior. This conditioning is
intended to cause the client to associate the stimulus with
unpleasant sensations in order to stop the behavior such as
smoking, overeating or alcohol use. Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A
(310103) MEET YOUR MAIN SPIRIT GUIDE
Eric Richmond. BCH, CI

All-levels

There will be a discussion of the difference between spirit
guides and guardian angels. A nice progressive relaxation will
be followed by opening the flow of energy throughout the
body. Psychic protection is applied. Trip to the mansion of
your higher self. You meet your main spirit guide and establish
a method of communication. You can ask questions of your
spirit guide.
Lecture/Experiential/Q&A
All-levels

(310104) POST TRAUMATIC STRESS IN THE BLACK
COMMUNITY—We Have The Power To Help African
American Clients
Heddy Keith, CH, CI

Many African Americans live in constant fear that they and
their children are not safe when they leave home. Incarceration, violence, and death—all rain down smothering hope and
keeping them chained to despair. They’ve prayed and prayed,
but their minds are chained to old negative beliefs about who
they are as American Black people. How does imagery rooted
in the subconscious mind keep them bound? We’ll discuss how
hypnotists have the power to help.
Lecture/Discussion/Q&A
Introductory

(310105) STAGE HYPNOSIS - CAN IT HELP YOUR
PRACTICE?—Yes It Can - I’ll Show You How You
Can Benefit From It Too!
Tommy Vee, CI, CH, OB

The question of whether stage hypnosis is good or bad for
hypnosis has been discussed for years. Discover how stage
hypnosis can be good for hypnosis and your practice. Learn
some techniques used by stage hypnotists that you can use in
your practice and lectures. Discover how to get the attention of
groups, how to impress them and how to use lecturing to get
new clients.
Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A
All-levels

(310106) INTRO TO TOTAL TRANSFORMATION
USING THE POWER OF HYPNOSIS—Transform
Yourself With The Power Of Hypnosis!
Cecilia Crowley Bergstein, BCH

Once we remove old programming about how we look, think,
earn or are, we can transform the mind for greater power and
proficiency. Using your preferred methods of inductions, and
some that would be introduced, you learn how to repattern
yourself from the inside out for amazing transformation.
Whether it be aesthetic or emotional, the change is real, profound and permanent.
Lecture/Exercise/Q&A
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NEW this year
the COUE CAFE

All-levels
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 13
(310107) HYPNOTIC-AIDS EYE-OPENER—Explore
Adjunct Tools & Aids To Enhance Hypnosis
Lisa Evans, CH, CI

This seminar is a FUN Eye-Opener into the many holistic and
mindful aids that are proven to provide support and comfort for
creating successful hypnosis sessions. This class will not only
teach you how to calm your clients and increase their wellbeing but support your own self-care needs as well. You will be
able to construct the applications of various complementary
aids into your hypnosis sessions and also apply learning to
self-care as needed for yourself.
Introductory-Intermediate

Lecture/Demonstration/Discussion/Q&A

(310108) SHOW YOUR HAND(WRITING) IF YOU
DARE FOR A “BUMPER STICKER” ANALYSIS
—Your Trump Card Revealed And How To Play It
Pearlan Feeney-Grater, CH

Imagine having the chance to experience a “Bumper Sticker
analysis of “YOU”. In a matter of minutes, learn for yourself
why this tool is invaluable in the work we do with our clients.
Allow Pearlan to weave what she sees into a conversational
that leaves you feeling understood where others might not.
This entire process can happen in minutes with our subject
slipping into a trance without ever being aware of when the
hypnosis began. When you come to this session, you will see
how Pearlan “nails it” by using samples of handwriting from
willing participants. Talk about the power of our profession
when we use the gateway to the subconscious mind — handwriting. Nothing like it!
Lecture/Discussion/Demonstration/Q&A
All-levels

(31010) BUILD A THRIVING PRACTICE FOR
PENNIES ON THE DOLLAR!—Maximum Results For
Minimum Investment
Penny Chiasson, BCH, RN

We will discuss how to determine the minimum resources
(equipment, advertising, space) needed to start your practice.
Once you have decided what you need, you must decide 1) if
you already have items that can be re-purposed into your office
space, 2) what services you can learn to do yourself (marketing, web design) and 3) those items that require capital investment. Prioritization becomes key in allocating not only your
time, but more importantly your money, as wisely as possible.
Penny will share several opportunities for free marketing and
publicity, and introduce you to bartering for needed goods and
services. Learn to be objective in deciding when and how to
spend your capital investment in your business.
Lecture/Q&A
Introductory-Intermediate

(310110) RAPPORT IS THE FOUNDATION OF
SUCCESSFUL HYPNOSIS—Learn How To Quickly
And Easily Build Instant Rapport With Your Client
To Become A More Successful Hypnotist
Alexander Ivlev, CH

This seminar shows you how to easily and quickly create hypnotic rapport with your client from the very first moment. You
will learn what to say to your new client during a free phone
consultation and what not to say and how to behave when you
meet with your client first time at your office. Also you will
learn how to quickly re-build rapport if it was lost during your
session. After this seminar, you will be able to become a more
successful hypnotist.
Lecture/Demonstration/Exercise
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All-levels

201 Expert Seminars

No Additional Charge
Included With Your Convention Fee
(310111) TECHNOLOGY IS POWER – USE YOUR
TABLET!—All Your Scripts On A Tablet, Your Client
Data, And More
Illya Mashalidis, CH

It’s a paperwork maze when selecting the appropriate scripts to
use on a client. It’s easy when you use your trusted script, you
don’t need to read it, but when a different approach is needed
you need to refer to one or more less used scripts and read.
However, with all your scripts on a tablet you’re just a click
away! On a tablet, you don’t have to squint to read the small
print in low light, instead you enlarge the print and read away
without any distracting paper shuffling.
All-levels

Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A

(310112) POWER OF PAST LIFE REGRESSION
—What Every Hypnotist Must Know
Robert Merlin, BCH, CI

Learn how to help clients understand their highest self and why
they keep repeating behaviors. When traditional hypnosis fails
to obtain the desired results, past life regression may be the
answer. Your clients who are spiritual may experience a very
powerful awakening in one session. This is an integrative
process not an alternative to traditional hypnosis. Adding this
to your tool box will add new clientele and revenue to your
practice. More people are asking for the meaning in their life,
wouldn’t it be rewarding if you could help them on their journey?
Lecture/Discussion/Q&A
All-levels

(310113) BUILDING A WORLDWIDE BRAND IN
HYPNOTISM—Sharing The Power Of Your
Profession Through New Media
Paul Ramsay, BCH, CI

Many practitioners overlook the importance of branding in
their business strategies. With the prevalence of new media
today, a worldwide brand can be established in hypnotism for
pennies on the dollar compared to traditional media marketing.
This seminar will help you define your brand and identify
which platforms could help you reach a worldwide audience
for your products and services.
Lecture/Exercise/Q&A
All-levels

(310114) AUTOMATE YOUR PRE-TALK
—Make Your Pre-Talk Work Without You
Selena Valentine, CH, CI

Every new client will have a pre-talk with their hypnotist,
learning about what hypnosis is and what it’s not. The talk
breaks down barriers and fears and prepares the client for their
hypnosis session. A well-structured automated pre-talk can set
the hypnotist free because an automated pre-talk answers most
of the questions. At the end of the presentation, clients are
ready to begin their session and the hypnotist can simply move
onto the work that the client came in for in the first place.
Introductory

Lecture/Discussion/Video/Q&A

“This was my first time and I’ll be back! It was incredibly stimulating and friendly. I was inspired at least 3
times a day by courses and by people I met.”

—Jack Aaker, Teaneck, NJ
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201 Expert Seminars

No Additional Charge
Included With Your Convention Fee

2:00-2:50 PM SEMINARS

(31021) WHY HYPNOSIS FOR FERTILITY?
—Hypnosis Works!
Lynsi Eastburn, BCH, CI

A very real concern for many people is the inability to conceive a baby. Hypnosis is fast becoming the top method of
choice for non-invasive infertility assistance and one of the
most sought-after approaches in fertility today. Millions of
dollars are spent on fertility procedures (conventional, complementary or alternative) each year in the US alone. Hypnosis
for fertility is much needed and not only is it not a field
dependent upon discretionary income, it is incredibly rewarding work!
Lecture/Q&A
All-levels

(31022) RECORDING HYPNOSIS AUDIOS 101
—Let It Be Easy
Andy Dolph, BS

Creating high quality MP3 self-hypnosis audios can be easy.
We will cover what you need to know to choose the right
equipment and use the computer you already have to create,
edit and export finished recordings that are ready for sale. If
you have had difficulty with making recordings in the past,
please bring your problems and questions.
All-levels

Lecture/Demonstration/Discussion/Q&A

(31023) HYPNOSIS FOR ADHD
—A Look Inside The Distracted Mind
David Huffman, CH

ADHD is a disorder that affects millions of children and adults
all over the nation. Take a glimpse inside the mind of an
ADHD client. This seminar is designed to teach you how to
effectively assess the goals and needs of clients with ADHD.
Then put together a step-by-step program that will gain success with these clients. Also gain a better understanding of the
challenges and hardships that these people face daily.
All-levels

Lecture/Discussion/Q&A

(31024) PARTS THERAPY FOR RELIABLE RESULTS
—Explore A Direct Path To Cause And Effect
Elizabeth Campbell, BCH, CI

Parts have their own agendas and once uncovered, they
become parts that support, rather than parts that cause problems. Create change without the need to revisit past traumas
and unpleasant events, and install new, better beliefs and
behaviors with Parts Therapy. This technique can be used for
simple change as well as more troubling issues with reliable
results, often within one session. Parts Therapy is a straightforward technique which is quick to learn and comfortable to use.
All-levels

Lecture/Experiential/Discussion/Q&A

You’ll discover that nobody
works harder to give you a
better convention experience
than the staff of the National
Guild of Hypnotists.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13
3:00-3:50 PM SEMINARS

(31031) CROSSING OVER—Using Hypnosis At The
End Of Life
Lisa Sigsworth, CH, RN

Everyone will benefit from this seminar. This seminar is a
must for anyone working with clients and their families dealing with the dying process, the grief process or the stages of
grieving and loss. This seminar takes you beyond Elizabeth
Kubler-Ross’s 5 stages of grieving and loss. It teaches you to
utilize the gift of hypnosis to allow dignity at the end of life.
All-levels

Lecture/Q&A

(31032) VIDEO MARKETING FOR HYPNOTISTS
—Strategies For Generating More Money
Cynthia Lindner, CH

Videos are a fun and highly effective way to promote a hypnotism practice, and they give you the power to reach many people. If you do not keep up with the latest marketing strategies,
you will be left behind. Using video is an exciting low cost or
no cost way to reach your target market. Cynthia Lindner will
dispel the myths about producing video and teach you the
value and ease of using video as part of an Internet marketing
plan. It is one thing to write down the reasons why someone
should choose your practice. It is quite another for prospects to
actually see the process unfold and how problems are solved.
All-levels

Lecture/Discussion/Q&A

(31033) THE POSSIBILITIES PROCESS™- USING
STRATEGIC QUESTIONS AS POST-HYPNOTIC
SUGGESTIONS—Starting With “Why Not Make NGH
2017 A Turning Point In Your Career As A
Hypnotist?”
John Koenig, BCH, CI

The Possibilities Process adapts the work of Noah St John in
his book, AFFOREMATIONS® to the creation of powerful
post-hypnotic suggestions. These strategic questions open the
mind to “possibility” and then introduce embedded positive
suggestions that bypass the critical factor in a unique way. We
end with the question “Why not make the NGH 2017
Convention a turning point in your career and life?”
All-levels

Lecture/Experiential/Q&A

(31034) YOUR VOICE AT ITS BEST
—Tips And Tricks For The Vocal Athlete
Magen Sleslinger, CH, BS

As a hypnotist, your voice is an essential tool of your trade. Do
you ever feel hoarse after several sessions? Have you been
advised to find your “hypnotic voice”? Have you heard someone speak and thought, “I could listen to them speak all day”?
Like teachers, politicians and speakers of all sorts, YOU are a
vocal athlete. Learn vocal technique from a Certified McClosky Vocal Technician and discover “your voice at its best”.
All-levels

Lecture/Demonstration/Exercise/Discussion

“Every year I learn something new and I look forward
to this more than anything else.”
—Linda

Diggins-Domina, Mancherster, CT
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 13
8:00-9:50 AM

(32081) INDUCTIONS – NOTHING
BUT INDUCTIONS!—A Potpourri
Of Induction Techniques

Joann Abrahamsen, BCH, OB, CI
All-levels
• Rediscover inductions you already know
• Learn many new inductions and variations
• Become skilled in induction techniques
• Gain confidence
• Choose the right induction for each
client
• Practice many of the inductions learned
• Have fun!

Induction methods abound. Knowing
many methods empowers you to pick
and apply the precise technique for each
client. Learn new induction skills and
improve those already possessed.
Discover new variations of inductions
you already know. Increase your confidence level, and practice many of the
inductions demonstrated: instant, rapid,
Ericksonian, confusion, non-verbal, etc.
Learn and practice my own special technique that shows you how to detect and
overcome resistance, test the client and
deepen the hypnosis in one smooth
process. Lecture/Demonstration/Practice/Q&A
(32082) NLP AND JOURNALING
IN DEALING WITH STRESS
—Speeding The Process Of
Stress Relief

Charles Curtis, BCH
All-levels
• Describe in one sentence a theory of
stress recovery
• List the 8 sequential stages of stress
recovery
• Describe a 3-step process for assessing
the client’s requirements
• Describe 3 reasons why NLP is ideal for
stress recovery
• List 3 benefits of journaling in stress
recovery
• Describe a 4-step process for implementing the 8-stage model

Every client has stress. Pinpointing
stress is easy, easing the stress is more
difficult. NLP’s focus on calibrating distinctions in subjective awareness makes
it ideal for an assessment using an 8state model, which shows where the
client is stuck. Add journaling to form a
synergy, relieving stress easily, and leading to movement quickly. Learn & practice this easy-to-use technique to relieve
stress in yourself and your clients.
Lecture/Demonstration/Experiential/Q&A

To register, call (603) 429-9438
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94 Special Elective
2-Hour Workshops
Tuition: $25; 5 for $100

(32083) HYPNODONTICS—Kick
Start Your Practice Into High Gear
With Dental Hypnosis
Timothy Jones, BCH, CI, BMin, FNGH

All-levels

• Identify the differences between dental
anxiety, fear, and phobia, and how to
measure them
• The inherent precautions of pain removal while enhancing and accelerating
the client’s natural self-healing abilities
• How to approach the dental practitioner
and how to have their front office staff
work for you referring clients
• The most effective ways to advertise
your services, and to how to easily generate referrals from clients

80% of all people grow up affected with
dental fear from a combination of experiences. Of those, it’s estimated 40-50%
don’t seek dental help until their discomfort exceeds the level of pain expected
during treatment. This workshop details
how to help reverse those negative dental beliefs, boost client confidence and
overall physical health, which results in
a noticeable increase in word-of-mouth
referrals.

Lecture/Demonstration/Discussion/Q&A

(32084) THE POWER OF SOUND
IN HYPNOSIS—How To Use Your
Voice, Music And Tones As
Hypnotic Tools

Marcel Klasen, BCH, CI, OB
All-levels
• Why sound affects us physically
• The importance of tonality in hypnosis
sessions
• Ways to use induce trance through toning sounds
• How we resonate with vibrations in our
surroundings
• Effective methods to use sound, voice
and music as hypnotic tools

Sound, voice and music are potent tools
for restoring the inner balance of the
body and awakening the spirit. Understanding how and why sound and vibration affect us is essential for hypnosis
practitioners to fine-tune their techniques. Applying the musical principles
of entrainment, resonance, toning, and
harmonics helps us achieve overall wellness, greater energy, and a deep level of
fulfillment. Using the power of sound
helps hypnotists to take their practice to
a higher level.

Lecture/Experiential/Demonstration/Q&A

Questions? Call the NGH
Office at (603) 429-9438

(32085) EASY, QUICK AND
EFFECTIVE GROUP HYPNOSIS
INDUCTIONS—How To Hypnotize
Groups From 10 To 100 To 1000
Quickly And Easily To Make A
Massive Impact!

Dan Candell, CH, CI
All-levels
• How to condition large groups of people
to be hypnotized
• The 5 steps that have to fall into place
with any group before hypnotizing them
• The powerful and effective group pretalk
• 3 power inductions to use on groups
• How to adjust these to stage hypnosis,
classes, or presentations
• A quick change motivational process to
do with groups

Giving presentations, demos, and/or
stage shows is one surefire way to ignite
your hypnotism career. You will learn
powerful inductions step-by-step that
will hypnotize any group and how to
give them an experience. Knowing these
strategies will give you a competitive
advantage, give you unlimited confidence, and teach you how to make an
impact. You will also learn a very transformative process that can be done on
any group. This one process has helped
change thousands of lives, and now you
can learn it so that you too can use it to
change the lives of your clients or the
lives of the attendees of any group or
stage show.
Lecture/Demonstration/Discussion/Q&A

(32086) MOLECULAR
HYPNOTISM—Achieving Perfect
Health Of Body, Mind And Spirit
Chuck Mignosa, CH

This technique has been used for over 10
years and has produced significant
results in relieving physical ailments.
This is applying hypnotic techniques to
the molecular level of the body. It is
based on the principle of science that
says “the mere process of looking at
something changes it”. Come and find
out what results have been obtained and
how you can add this technique to your
hypnotic tool box and give your clients
the opportunity of producing miraculous
results. Lecture/Demonstration/Practice/Q&A
Intermediate-Advanced

“The smallest big convention
where everyone is a friend.”
—Cecilia Bergstein,

Manorville, NY

NGH 2017 Annual Convention, Educational Conference & Exhibition

94 Special Elective
2-Hour Workshops
Tuition: $25; 5 for $100

(32087) DREAMWORK—New
Keys To Unlocking The Power Of
The Subconscious Mind

David Quigley, CH, CI, OB
Introductory
• Learn to recognize when to use dream
work with clients
• Discover how to incubate a dream to
gather insight from the subconscious
mind
• Learn to speak to dream entities and
hear their wisdom
• Learn to use regression with dreamwork
to resolve emotional issues presented by
the dream

Your dreams contain many valuable
keys to understanding your life and living it more fully. These keys are often
practical answers to your important personal, relational and financial questions.
Learn techniques to “incubate” a dream,
then enter that dream in a hypnotic state
and talk to the dream figures to gain the
answers you seek. These dream figures
can also tell you how to utilize their
resources to enhance your life.

Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A

10:00-11:50 AM

(32101) 21ST CENTURY NLP
FLASH TECHNIQUE
—Remove Restrictive Movement,
Or Pain In Under 5 Minutes

David Frederick, CH
All-levels
• Remove any restricted movement
• Remove chronic pain
• Clear cellular memory
• Enhance performance
• Remove mental blocks

You will learn how to remove or clear
cellular memory from the initial sensitizing even. It is PTSD on a cellular
level. It can be used to remove restricted
movements, chronic pain, performance
enhancement, emotional blocks, weight,
nervous tics and much more all in under
FIVE MINUTES.
Lecture/Demonstration/Participation

“I am a new hypnotist. At my first
NGH convention, I found everyone to be helpful, friendly & very
informative. I have learned so
much that can be applied right
away in my practice.”
—Cheryl Reynolds. Warwick, RI

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13

(32102) BUSINESS MIND-SET
FOR NEW PRACTITIONERS
—Business Mind-Set Program

Roy Cantrell, CH, CI Introductory-Intermediate
• Offer steps to beginners and intermediate hypnosis practitioners to further
their respective businesses for growth
within the local community
• Offer proven steps to gain “becoming
the local expert” in your area of practice
• Interactive discussion

Offer proven methods to those struggling to get their business off the
ground. Offer methods to overcome the
fear of meeting the public to get their
business name and credentials in front of
the public. Numerous handouts provided
only to those attending the class.
Discussion/Q&A

(32103) DOWSING - “TUNING
INTO YOUR INTUITION”—Instant
Rapport & Appropriate Inductions
Every Time

Dorothy Campbell, CH, CI
All-levels
• Learn how to become balanced and
centered to allow the intuition to process
• Understand how to use dowsing rods to
tune into your intuition for practical,
spiritual and healing purposes
• Learn how to ask clear, precise
questions to receive accurate answers
• Understand how to locate and access the
4 energy fields surrounding the body
and the chakra energy centers within
the body

When you know the condition of each
energy field and chakra of your client,
you have the information that will assist
in choosing the most appropriate induction for that client. This workshop teaches how to tap into your intuition through
dowsing and accelerate the power of
each hypnosis session. Learn how to
locate and assess the client’s energy
fields and chakras to determine their
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
condition before they arrive for their
session. Get ALL the answers you need
for yourself and your clients.
Discussion/Demonstration

Please note:

An important notation below the
seminar or workshop description
indicates what technique the presenter is using and would include at least
one of the following: Lecture, Discussion, Demonstration, Participation, Q&A, Visual, and Experiential.
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(32104) HIDDEN FOOTPRINTS
FROM THE PAST—How Past
Lives Can Influence The Present
Lifetime

Lucy Portlock, CH
All-levels
• Identify at least 7 ways that past lives
can affect the present life
• List 3 or more strong emotional words in
“infinite phrases” which when spoken in
a death scene in a past life will often
carry over into the present life and affect
the actions and even health of the client
in present day
• State 2 reasons why most people don’t
remember past lives
• Give at least 2 reasons that show how
past life regressions can help a client free
themselves of these “time stream hang
overs”

This workshop is about relating perceived cause and effect of past lives on
our present one. It is to show that past
lives are a series of parables or metaphors. Examples will be taken from the
presenter’s personal experience as well
as some from well-known hypnotists
and authors. There will be a guided
group hypnosis session for you to experience a past life regression of your own,
in which you will be instructed to find a
connection or lesson in that life which
relates to your own life today. This
workshop looks at the “time stream
hangovers” or “footprints” that can be a
leftover of a memory in a traumatic past
life. What are these “footprints”? Are
they harmful? Can you get rid of them?
Come and find out and even have a past
life regression of your own!
Lecture/Experiential/Discussion/Q&A

(32105) HYPNOSIS, THE KEY TO
THE METAPHYSICAL
—The Power Of Your Profession

Ernest VanDenBossche, BCH, CI
All-levels
• Be open to spiritual awareness of others
• Discover needs and intent of client
• Map strategy with client
• Resolve issues
• Discover appropriate suggestions and
affirmations
• Introduce potential success

People have many varying views, realizations and experiences which lead to
spiritual goals and aspirations. Hypnosis
is the way to explore and solidify them.
Be prepared for the many paths people
seek and the depth they may wish to take
it to. Help them to integrate their higherselves into their daily conscious lives
through hypnosis, using a prearranged
agreement and plan. Set goals and create
suggestions together for success.
Lecture/Exercise/Q&A
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 13
(32106) CREATE YOUR OWN
MAGIC SCRIPT—Secrets Of
Hartland’s Ego-Strengthening

Lisa Halpin, BCH, CI, OB
All-levels
• Identify the key components in
Hartland’s script
• List several hypnotic triggers within the
script
• Describe how/why the ‘negative’ language is actually a positive
• Begin to formulate your own scripts
following this pattern

For many years, I have been explaining
how to effectively use Hartland’s EgoStrengthening script which is so effective that I refer to it as “The Magic
Script”. Hypnotists continue to tell me
that this script ‘saved’ their practice, or
increased their income, or has increased
their clients’ success more than any other
single tool they’ve learned! If you’re a
new or old fan of The Magic Script, join
me to go behind the curtain as I deconstruct the magic script and show you the
framework that can help you create your
own magic!
Lecture/Visual/Q&A
(32107) EMPOWER YOUR FACEBOOK MARKETING—Strategies
For Local And Global Success

Jason Linett, BCH, CI
All-levels
• Name no-cost to low-cost strategies to
grow your hypnotism business
• Describe action steps to be found on
social media
• Identify practical steps for spending
marketing dollars where it matters most
• Name methods to track which strategies
are performing best

More than a billion people are active on
Facebook each month, and it has become
one of the fastest ways to get in front of
your potential clients… only if you’re
using the right strategies. In this handson workshop, you will learn methods to
get found, position yourself as experts in
your field, and use your valuable advertising dollars based on strategies I’ve
tested in my own business for you.
Lecture/Demonstration/Discussion

“It was interesting to meet fellow
hypnotists from around the world.
I enjoyed the diversity of workshop options.”

—Kristine Miller, Rochester, NY
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94 Special Elective
2-Hour Workshops
Tuition: $25; 5 for $100

(32108) ADVANCED VALID
MUSCLE TESTING TECHNIQUES
—Learn To Integrate Muscle
Testing With Hypnosis, EFT, NLP
And Other Modalities

Andrew Neblett, CH
All-levels
• Identify conscious and subconscious
incongruities with client and how to
correct them
• Demonstrate and perform clearing
meridian blockages
• Perform locating root cause and waking
state affect bridge
• Learn and perform blockage removal
and desired integrations to allow faster
and deeper NLP changes

This hands-on workshop will teach you
to integrate valid muscle testing with
hypnosis, EFT, NLP and other modalities. Using muscle testing, the client can
see and feel the imbalances in their energy and their thoughts and when identified, techniques from EFT, NLP and
hypnosis can be rapidly applied providing instant feedback for both the client
and the practitioner. This allows for
much higher client confidence in themselves, the practitioner and the process.

Lecture/Demonstration/Exercise/Q&A

2:00-3:50 PM

(320201) VERBAL MEDICINE
—Covert Hypnosis Used In The
Emergency Department That Can
Work Anywhere!

Roger Woods, BCH, RN, CI
and Marc Sacco, BCH, RN, CI
All-levels
• Identify the use of 3 covert hypnosis
techniques during the initial assessment
of an emergency room patient
• Describe the techniques used to relax
& gain compliance with trauma patients
• Name 5 common words that can set
patients & staff up for failure or success
• Describe 6 case studies in which covert
hypnosis was dramatically successful in
the emergency room

How we changed the words we use with
patients and coworkers to positively
affect their perceptions and outcomes.
How we effectively use covert hypnosis
techniques during the initial triage
assessment. How we successfully integrated complementary medicine practices into the emergency room setting
effectively. The practical use of self-hypnosis for managing staff stress. The practical use of hypnosis in trauma patient
care and a review of case studies of hypnosis techniques successfully used to
help emergency department patients.
Lecture/Demonstration/Discussion/Video/Q&A

(320202) THE POWER OF YOUR
PROFESSION USING YOUR NGH
TRAINING MATERIALS TO MAKE
MULTIPLE SEMINARS—Why
Recreate The Wheel When You
Have All The Professional NGH
Scripts All Ready To Utilize.
Create Seminars And Workshops
Using This Simple Outline
Vilene Farina, CH, CI and Karla Bracy, CH

All-levels

• Use your NGH training materials and
create a seminar
• Create multiple topics to use in adult
educations, lunch-N-learn or special
seminars within your own business

We will explain how to make the short
50 min seminars into longer workshops
for Adult Education or educating organizations about the value of hypnosis. This
technique can be used with any NGH
materials, like weight management, and
stress management that are a part of the
NGH training packets. Be able to incorporate your own specialty into a simple
seminar or workshop. Great workshop
for CIs to teach to students because the
materials are part of the NGH Training
package.
Lecture/Discussion/Q&A

(320203) COLOR IN SUGGESTION
& DEPTH TESTING—SES Color
Induction & Depth Testing

Billy Shilling, CI, CH, OB
All-levels
• Identify and describe how color and
image brightness are used in non-conscious processes, and presented to conscious awareness, and why it can produce optical illusions
• Identify the relative importance and uses
of colors in Western & other societies
• Identify and describe how color is perceived and processed while reading
• Describe and experience the use of colors
in assessing hypnosis or trance depth
• Observe the Shilling-Elman-Stroop
(SES) Induction

The general meaning of colors and their
influence as well as their use in demos,
visual illusions, suggestion, and practice
will be discussed and demonstrated.
Specifically the use of the color-based
Stroop Test as an objective measure of
hypnosis depth versus the Arons Depth
Scale will be discussed and demonstrated in the color based Shilling-ElmanStroop (SES) Induction, which is useful
in forensic hypnosis and practice.
Lecture/Discussion/Demonstration/Q&A

Questions? Call the NGH
Office at (603) 429-9438
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94 Special Elective
2-Hour Workshops
Tuition: $25; 5 for $100

(320204) HYPNOSIS – THE NEXT
GENERATION—The Next
Generation Of Innovative Secrets
& Methods To Enhance Session
Results

John Cerbone, FNGH, BCH, CI, OB All-levels
• Your next generation of intake management and techniques
• Your new view of suggestion writing
• Creating self-adaptive suggestion and
reinforcement techniques
• How to write and structure suggestions
to lower resistance
• Systematic suggestions to target your
client’s weak-spots
• Utilizing the latest methods and techniques
• Intensifying session results while achieving greater session success
• Personally developed readjustment techniques will be taught and shared
• Breakthrough suggestion methodologies
are taught and practiced

Time to boost your practice with this
workshop, while turbo-charging your
session results and more importantly
improving clients’ lives. After learning
how to achieve a more sufficient level of
trance depth, and learning the signs
detailed in this class, the next most
important thing for any hypnotism professional is delivering high impact suggestions that get results! You will learn
to create better trance depth, better functioning suggestions, working smarter
while building a database of self-written
suggestions in this program.
Lecture/Demonstration/Practice/Q&A

(320205) FREEDOM FROM
COMPULSIVE HABITS—Hypnosis
& NLP For Alcohol & Drug Issues
William Horton, PsyD, CADC, CMI, BCH

•
•
•
•

Introductory-Intermediate

Learn the addictions process
Discover the medical disease model
Explain the cycle of recovery
Learn the 12-Step model

Learn from Will Horton’s 20 years in the
field of addictions. He has worked in
inpatient, outpatient, criminal justice,
detox and long-term treatment facilities.
Will Horton was the regional director for
the Governor’s Commission for a Drug
Free Indiana. He teaches you how to
blend traditional methods with cutting
edge techniques for rapid and lasting
change.
Discussion/Demonstration

NEW this year
the COUE CAFE

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13

(320206) THE “ALTERNATIVE
WEIGH” TO WEIGHT LOSS AND
WELL-BEING—Implement A
Proven 4-Session HypnoBehavioral Weight Loss Program

Adeline Kania, CH, OB
All-levels
• Learn effective weight loss strategies &
nutritional tips for successful weight
loss/release and maintenance of a
healthy weight and life-style
• Understand “the addiction” of emotional eating and learn empowering strategies to unplug emotional eating and get
to the heart of “what’s eating you”
• 7 keys to effective weight loss

Addie, as an addiction counselor & energy worker, has effectively combined
behavioral modification, hypnosis and
energy work in her highly successful 4session weight loss program. Her techniques have assisted her clients to get to
understand what is sabotaging them, and
get to the heart of “what’s eating them.”
Goals for the client are also learning how
to create a healthy life-style, develop
positive self-esteem and body image,
unplug emotional appetites and thus to
shed pounds to reveal their true “healthy
size” and “happy self.”

Lecture/Discussion/Experiential/Q&A

(320207) HOMEOPATHY AND
HYPNOSIS—Holistic Energy
Healing

Lawrence Galante, CI, OB
All-levels
• Understand what homeopathy is
• How you can combine homeopathy with
hypnosis to help your clients to improve
their physical, mental and emotional
well-being

Homeopathy is the second most popular
medicine in the world today. Yet most
Americans know almost nothing about
it. Many confuse it with Naturopathy or
Herbalism. Why have our drug companies fought so hard to suppress it and
information about this non-toxic, over
the counter system of healing? How can
we as hypnotists and citizens, benefit
from this benign system of energy healing? This class will teach the history,
development and use of this safe, healing
system. And teach you how to combine
these safe remedies along with hypnosis
to get enhanced positive results.
Lecture/Demonstration/Practice

“Hypnosis education at its best.
Learn new tools every year!”

—Vilene Farina, Lewiston, ME
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(320208) THE EMOTIONAL BODY
– YOUR MOST POWERFUL
RESOURCE—Resourcing And
Reframing For Powerful Results

Nancy Klase, CH, CI
All-levels
• Learn how to define client’s issues
• Access feeling emotions that govern the
behavior
• Witness and/or experience a dramatic
change occurring

The magic for change is all in the emotional body. The key is in identifying the
true nature of the client’s problem. In
this experiential workshop, you will
learn how to tap into and implement the
solutions your clients are looking for.
Experience the transformational process
of a simple, effective way to eliminate
fears, negative thinking and limiting
Lecture/Demonstration/Q&A
fears.
(320209) BEYOND MINDFULNESS
—The Healing Power Of Mind
Meditation

Deborah Yaffee, CH, CI
All-levels
• Learn how this technique can be
expanded and used as a healing hypnosis
session for your clients
• Explore the differences and similarities
between meditation and hypnosis
• Learn how mindfulness is used in this
hypnotic meditation practice
• Identify the “four healing powers” of the
mind that are utilized in hypnosis and in
this meditation method

Discover and experience the rich and
profoundly hypnotic methods of ancient
Buddhist healing practices as adapted by
a contemporary Tibetan teacher for modern users. The 12 stage Healing Power of
Mind Meditation utilizes powerful hypnotic techniques that take your clients
beyond mindfulness meditation and into
a deep sense of personal peace and security. It has been used worldwide to help
people reduce stress and support mental,
physical, emotional and spiritual healLecture/Experiential/Discussion/Q&A
ing.
(320210) NON-VERBAL
COMMUNICATION
Scott McFall, DCH, CH, LMT

The art of gesture, tone, pace, distance
and pantomime as it relates to client
reactions within the hypnosis environment is the deciding factor that controls
client results. This course will demonstrate the profound differences in effectiveness caused by the absence or presence of skill in this area. This set of skills
is absolutely a blast to work on and very
helpful with regard to maximizing results. Lecture/Demonstration/Discussion/Q&A
All-levels
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4 Special Elective
3-Hour Workshops

SUNDAY, AUGUST 113
9:00 AM-11:50 AM

(33091) SOUP TO NUTS WEIGHT
LOSS!!!—All You Will Ever Need
To Run A Successful 3 Month
Weight Loss Program!!!

Laura Boynton King, BCH, CI
All-levels
• Identify the unique benefits of using
hypnosis for weight management &
overall wellness
• The science behind overall “happiness”
and weight management
• Use of hypnosis to create a healthy mind
• Tools for creating a natural desire for
health & wellness for all of your clients
• Tips & tools for helping any client work
towards self-love & creating lasting
changes
• Tools to effectively work with clients
using hypnosis and NLP
• Tried and proven exercises for helping
the client release the past “diet/weight
loss failures” and build a future
roadmap for personal success
• How to do a customized plan including
timelines, goals and affirmations
• Classify different food groups and
provide examples

The reason why most diets fail, in my
opinion, is that they impose unrealistic
restrictions on how you live your life.
Some advocate eating tons of protein;
while others emphasize carbohydrates.
In either case, you’re left with having to
make rather drastic changes to the types
of food you eat and when you eat it. In

Tuition: $25; 5 for $100

this special presentation, we take an indepth look at using the mind to help you
achieve a healthy body. To quote Deepak
Chopra, “The way you think, the way
you behave, the way you eat, can influence your life by 30 to 50 years.”

Lecture/Discussion/Q&A

(33092) PRACTICAL HYPNOSIS
FOR THE ELDERLY—Clinical
Techniques Of Hypnosis In
Geriatrics
Maurice Kershaw, FNGH, BCH, OB

The senior citizen population in the US,
Canada and throughout the world is rapidly increasing, year after year. Seniors
can be guided to cope with aging problems physically, intellectually and emotionally and while doing so, can hope to
add comfortable, rewarding years to
their extended life. In this workshop, we
will look at some hypnosis-oriented
techniques for the geriatric client. Group
sessions and individual strategies will be
covered in a number of problems and
settings relevant to the senior citizen.
These will include activity and exercise,
sleeping soundly, handling stress, aggravation and loneliness, anxiety, pain
relief, sexuality and self-image. Your
knowledge of hypnosis will tell you that
very specialized techniques and understandings of the senior client are essential in treating the older citizen.
All-levels

CDs

Afraid You’ll Miss One
Workshop by Going to
Another? Don’t Worry!
CDs of all the Seminars
& Workshops will
be available to order
at the convention.

We’ll Take Your Orders There!

Lecture/Demonstration/Discussion/Q&A

WHAT PEOPLE HAVE TO SAY:

“It was nice seeing old friends and meeting new ones. I learned some techniques I had not seen or heard of before.
Without the NGH convention there would be no way I would have known about them.”
—Melissa Shute, New Britian, CT

“NGH Convention 2016 really brought together a mix of veteran and new hypnotists, a myriad of topics, useful
information and opportunities galore. I loved the knowledge skills gained, expanded repertoire of techniques,
increased confidence and the fun. I even have new business so it’s a win all around.”
—Denise Simpson, Derry, NH

“The best year of presenters to date. Each class was better than the next and focus was on evidenced based practices
so required for professionals.”
—Susan Raskin, Yorktown Heights, NY
“Everyone here is so friendly and supportive of each other and the profession. This is clearly a group of people
who want to make the world a better place. The convention is a great way to come together to make that a reality.”
—Brenda Titus, Santa Ana, CA
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